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By James T. Walker President,
 Friends of the  Rupert J. Smith
Law Library

continued on page 4

On Behalf of
the Publisher

Law libraries are in trouble. They are underfunded 
and their numbers are shrinking drastically. Here 
in the four-county area of the Nineteenth Judicial 

Circuit, for instance, there used to be a law library in each 
county. We’re now down to one, in St. Lucie County. What 
follows identifies the scope of the problem statewide, 
explains why it matters, and suggests a legislative solution 
for making sure that all Florida residents are provided 
with access to knowledge of the law.

The Rupert J. Smith Law Library of St. Lucie County is 
itself busy these days. Measured patron usage grew 50% 
over the past five years. There was a 20% increase just 
this year to date, compared with the same period last year. 
Of the total users, almost 80% are members of the general 
public. Another conference room was added this year, for 
a total of three, to provide a quiet space for research or 
to meet with clients. A new study area was created, with 
carrels wide enough to accommodate computer terminals 
as well as books and writing pads.  Florida Bar accredited 
CLE seminars are conducted almost monthly in the large 
conference room on topics including bankruptcy, civil 
litigation, and estate planning. Although lawyers usually 
attend those monthly seminars, any member of the public 
wishing to learn something about the subject is welcome.  
The Trustees recently entered into agreement with the 
Board of County Commissioners to create a satellite 
research facility within a public library complex to be 
constructed in the south county during 2017.

County law libraries like the Rupert J. Smith Law Library 
are important to our democratic way of life. They are 
also essential to the administration of justice.  James 
Madison noted the connection between knowledge and 
popular government in an 1822 letter to one W.T. Barry: 
“A popular Government without popular information 
or the means of acquiring it is but a Prologue to a Farce 
or a Tragedy; or, perhaps both. Knowledge will forever 
govern ignorance: And a people who mean to be their own 
Governors, must arm themselves with the power which 
knowledge gives. “An intelligent, engaged citizenry can 
demand no less. For students with a legal question, for 
anyone wanting to know more about his or her legal rights 
and obligations, but without means of hiring a lawyer 
to tell them, there is no substitute for a law library and 
a trained librarian knowledgeable in legal bibliography 
and the techniques of legal research. Law itself rests on 
the proud ideal that all are equal in its eyes, entitled to 

the same treatment, without invidious classification. But 
the ideal is hollow without equal access to the law, only 
made possible where there is the means of acquiring equal 
knowledge of it.

Unfortunately there are few such county law libraries 
left in the state. Increasingly they are closing or merging 
into general public libraries. Officially, according to the 
Florida Commission on Access to Civil Justice, there 
are 30 county law libraries left. But only 14 recently 
responded to the roll of the Florida Association of State 
and County Law Libraries (FSCLL). Some are “law 
libraries” in name only.  In an immediately adjoining 
county, Indian River’s public library, for example, 
maintains a computer terminal that’s little used, and a 
set of state statutes, which comprise all that remains of 
a law library which used to be housed across the street 
in the county courthouse. There is no trained staff at the 
public library. So any patron who comes in needing legal 
information is handed a sheet bearing instruction on how 
to get to the Rupert J. Smith Law Library, in Fort Pierce, 
which sheet includes assurances that “There are trained 
law librarians there that can help you.”

At the current rate of closure, only a bare handful of 
county law libraries will soon be left.  Indian River isn’t 
the only loss.  Law libraries are merged into the public 
library but lost in the process.

When that happens, a law library’s value is lost. Public 
libraries themselves are not flush with funds.  Useful legal 
information is expensive to maintain and keep current, 
whether in print or in data bases. Such information must 
be constantly updated as statutes are amended, and new 
cases are released. The public library can afford to do 
little more than keep a set of statutes current. It can’t 
afford the cost of pro se and specialized manuals needed 
by the general public and legal practitioners, much less 
pay for a librarian with specialized knowledge of legal 
resources and how to research those materials. Showing 
lay users how to find the information they need is time-
intensive. The typical public librarian can do no more 
than point a patron in the direction of the section holding 
books of interest to the patron. But someone needing legal 
information, and help understanding it, must be shown 
where to start looking, how to “Shepardize” cases so 
as to verify their current reliability, be shown when and 
how to use legal encyclopedias before then moving on to 
statutory annotations and digests. The lay user must be 
told how a circuit court case differs from a district court 
case and how those differ from a Supreme Court case.  
That is why most law librarians are typically lawyers, 
law school graduates, or holders of advanced degrees 
in library science. What remains after a law library is 
transferred to the public library is of little use to either 
judges, members of the bar or the general public.
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continued from page 3
On Behalf of the Publisher
A law library, even without a law librarian, must be so 
much more than a simple computer terminal.  A recent 
report from the National Consumer Law Center points 
out that 59 percent of households with incomes under 
$20,000 and 53 percent of those with less than a high 
school education do not have home broadband internet 
access. About half of Hispanics (50 percent) and African-
Americans (46 percent) lack access to home broadband 
internet. Over half (55 percent) of Americans 65 years 
or older lack home broadband internet. Such people 
continue to need access to printed collections of basic 
legal materials.

Legislative reform is required now, before the last law 
libraries close their doors. Florida is encouraged to 
follow the example of other states, such as California 
and New York, which require their counties to maintain 
law libraries for the public’s benefit. Florida presently 
only declares such maintenance to be an allowable public 
purpose. See Fla. Stat. Sec. 125.01.

Any such reform might begin with a definition of what 
constitutes a “law library”.  The definition should look 
something like this: “A County Law Library is a library 
specifically dedicated to provision of legal materials, 
whether in electronic or print
format or both, which collection of materials is in 
substantial conformity with the recommendations for 
the county libraries by the American Association of Law 
Libraries or similar organization, which are conveniently 
accessible to the judiciary, attorneys, students and 
members of the general public, and which impart 
knowledge of the law. Such library is administered by one 
or more persons having specialized knowledge of legal 
bibliography.”

Reform should provide assurances for the continued 
existence of law libraries. That may be done by 
establishing them as independent special districts, 
pursuant to Fla Stat. Section 189.423. The Rupert J. Smith 
Law Library is likewise established as an independent 
special district. See Ch. 2001-326, Laws of Florida.

Governance of law libraries needs to be addressed. Their 
hours of operation should accommodate the needs of the 
general public, not just judges and lawyers. There should 
be Boards of Trustees with representation for all who 
are served by the law library, including a sitting judge, 
a practicing attorney, a member of the general public, a 
representative of the county commissioners. Regular 
meetings of the trustees should be provided for and the 
board should be tasked with specific responsibilities, 
while given the authority necessary to implement those 
responsibilities.

Funding, too, needs to be addressed.  There is a way 
of doing it without imposing any taxes or requiring 

use of any general governmental revenues. Fla. Stat. 
939.185(1) allows counties to adopt an additional court 
cost for criminal fines, not to exceed $65. Most counties 
impose the cost. Sec. 939.185(1)(a)3 permits, but does 
not require, allocation of 25% of the cost to go toward 
funding of “personnel and legal materials for the public 
as part of a law library.” Such allocation could be made 
mandatory, rather than permissive, without increasing the 
cost assessment.

Another funding mechanism that could be amended to 
the benefit of law libraries is Fla. Stat. 318.18(13)(a)1. 
Presently it allows counties to impose a surcharge of up 
to $30 on all traffic offenses. Here, too, most counties 
adopt the surcharge. This legislative authorization allows 
allocation of up to 25% of the surcharge to be used for the 
support of law libraries provided “… that the County or 
unit of local government provides a level of service equal 
to that provided prior to July 1, 2004, which shall include 
the continuation of library facilities located in or near 
the County Courthouse or any annex to the Courthouse.” 
That provision, likewise only permissive, could be made 
mandatory also. Without any increase whatsoever in 
public cost, added fees or expense, the public may be 
provided with a strong system of law libraries in every 
county within the state.

Chapter 257, relating to libraries, should be amended to 
include “law libraries”. Currently it does not.  It applies 
only to general interest public libraries.  Inclusion of law 
libraries will allow law libraries to qualify for the same 
grants and other funding support that general purpose 
public libraries are eligible for.

In sum, Florida must do everything it possibly can to 
assure that knowledge and respect for the law diffuses 
throughout the entire population. Our success as a 
democracy depends upon it. In 1786 Benjamin Rush, one 
of the Founding Fathers and a signer of the Declaration of 
Independence, said, speaking of public knowledge, “It is 
favourable to liberty. Freedom can exist only in the society 
of knowledge. Without learning, men are incapable of 
knowing their rights, and where learning is confined to 
a few people, liberty can be neither equal nor universal.” 
This is particularly true of the law. Where there is little 
opportunity for people to acquaint themselves with it, 
they will have neither knowledge of it nor respect for it.  
Thank you for your support.
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Just living in our fast-paced world is stressful.  Add to our normal activities a legal conflict 
and the stress level goes up substantially.  Lawyers learn to accept conflict as part of their 
routine, or they quit practicing law.  Even so, lawyers should make it their habit to reduce 

stress for themselves and the people they encounter in their practices.  Common sense, as 
well as professionalism, call for this.  By choosing to act in all things with civility, a lawyer 
can improve his or her practice experience.

Unprofessional behavior also brings disrepute on the administration of justice.  When a 
lawyer disparages, humiliates or discriminates against litigants, witnesses, court personnel, or 
other lawyers it teaches others to disrespect our legal system. A system without respect loses 
credibility and becomes a dysfunctional system.  So it is that we refer to the “Honorable” 
judge; not out of respect for the person but out of respect for the office of the court, and 
therefore, for the law which it administers.

Thus, it is important to practice civility.  Another word for civility is good manners, the 
opposite of rudeness.  One would think that persons with professional degrees would not 
have to be reminded to be polite, but we all know that isn’t so. Having recognized this, the 
Florida Supreme Court, the Florida Bar, the circuit courts, and the voluntary bars have been 
promoting professionalism and civility. As a result, we now have some rules of etiquette  to  
guide us.  

Led by Adam T. Rabin and Anna Marie Hernandez, Co-Chairs of the South Florida Joint 
Civility Project, forty-four voluntary bar associations and eight federal and state chief judges 
have come together to approve a joint resolution to promote lawyer civility.  The four judicial 
circuits in South Florida – the Eleventh, Fifteenth, Seventeenth, and Nineteenth – all formally 
adopted by administrative order the Standards of Professional Courtesy and Civility which 
will now uniformly apply throughout South Florida. 
In the Nineteenth Judicial Circuit, the standards are an attachment to Administrative Order 
2015-06 which can be found at

.

The standards are really just good manners.  An application of “the golden rule”: treat others 
as you would want to be treated.  The following are my thoughts about the standards:

I. Scheduling. 

Cooperate with opposing counsel and other affected persons to schedule hearings and 
depositions at mutually convenient times.  Respond promptly to requests for a date.  Advise 
the court when hearings are canceled. 

Lawyers have a lot of difficulty with scheduling.  Certainly they are busy.  However, that 
is not an excuse to be rude to people by ignoring them or making only an insincere effort 
at contact before unilaterally filing a notice.  I have found that it is possible to obtain better 
cooperation if an honest effort is made to get to know the opposing counsel at the beginning 
of a new engagement.  Yes, some will rebuff that, but shame on them.  Many will favorably 
respond.  It is more effective if the attorneys speak to each other personally. Communicating 
through emails and staff is cold and the message will lack the inflection which conveys the 
intended meaning. Establishing an effective working relationship requires personal contact.

CIVILITY
For a Better Practice of Law
By Hon. F. Shields McManus
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II. Discovery.

Requests should be reasonable and relevant.  The 
response should be timely, complete, and without efforts 
to obscure. 

Lawyers could really make litigation less stressful if they 
cooperated in discovery.  Most disputes of discovery are 
eventually resolved without a hearing but resources and 
time are wasted on boilerplate objections, motions to 
compel, and setting of hearings.  More time should be put 
into doing the discovery responses right in the first place.  
Lawyers should not delegate the first response entirely 
to staff.  A lawyer should review with the client what 
information is available and how records are kept. Then 
legitimate concerns that the discovery request is vague, 
overbroad, or poses an undue burden should be discussed 
between the lawyers before filing the response.   Objecting 
to everything and then providing something is not proper 
because it leaves unclear whether other information is not 
being disclosed.

III. Conduct.

A lawyer should refrain from personal attacks. This 
is never appropriate, even when one feels righteous 
indignation. Rudeness is sometimes intentionally used 
as a tactic to bully a witness or even an attorney. This is 
improper and a violation of professional standards.  When 
it is done “knowingly or though callous indifference” it 
is sanctionable. Rule 4-8.4, (d), “Misconduct”, Rules of 
Professional Conduct in the Rules Regulating The Florida 
Bar. 

A lawyer was disciplined when he called the opposing 
party “crazy” and a “nut case”, and made demeaning 
facial gestures and stuck out his tongue at the party and 
her attorney. On another occasion he told the opposing 
attorney that she was a “stupid idiot” and that she 
should “go back to Puerto Rico.” Throughout the case 
he repeatedly told the opposing attorney that she did not 
know the law or the rules of procedure and that she needed 
to go back to school.  The Florida Bar v. Martocci, 791 
So.2d 1074 (Fla. 2001).

Of course, lawyers must always show respect to the court 
and court personnel. Severe sanctions are appropriate 
when they do not. An attorney received a two-year 
suspension from the practice of law, and a public 
reprimand, for his relentless unethical and unprofessional 
behavior toward judges and toward opposing counsel. 
The attorney screamed at judges and opposing counsel, 
personally attacked opposing counsel by disparaging 
him and attempting to humiliate him, and disrupted court 
proceedings to such an extent that it was impossible for 

judges to conduct hearings. The Florida Bar v. Norkin, 
132 So.3d 77 (Fla. 2013).

Lawyers should teach and monitor their staff to act with 
civility as well. “A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 
violate the Rules of Professional Conduct . . . or do so 
through the acts of another.” Rule 4-8.4(a).

Lawyers are more likely to exhibit poor behavior out 
of thoughtlessness, however, rather than willfulness. 
In this age of digital anonymity, informality, and 
instant communications, it is easy to forget to use good 
manners which hopefully we all were taught. It is easy to 
misinterpret a curt email, text, or the like from an unknown 
lawyer or staff negatively. It is also easy to ignore an effort 
to communicate. This fosters doubt of the opponent’s 
good will, or even feelings of hostility. In a gone-by age 
when lawyers practiced in a small community of fellow 
members of the bar, it was necessary to be polite and to 
respond, even if you knew the lawyer and didn’t like him. 
Today, lawyers are often dealing with faceless opponents. 
Thus, it is useful to get to know the opposing lawyer.

I have observed from the bench that the most effective 
trial lawyers are unfailingly polite.  They do not require 
the court to referee finger-pointing contests.  They do 
not lose self control.  This is assuredly because they are 
confident and prepared, but competence also involves 
mastery of both the subject matter and of self.  Lawyers 
who have difficulty with personal communications need 
to realize this is an impediment to their happiness and 
their career. They should work on self-improvement.

IV. Candor to the Court

A lawyer needs to be honest with the court and never try 
to mislead the court.  The court needs to be able to rely 
on what the lawyer says.  If the court cannot trust in the 
lawyer, this not only hurts the lawyer and the client, but it 
frustrates the efficient administration of justice.

CIVILITY
For a Better Practice of Law
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By Amanda Hunt

Hurricane Sandy 
and Her Lasting
Environmental Impacts:
Part 2 of 2

The question remains, why are so many needs still unmet despite the overwhelming 
evidence of environmental and public health threats and the availability of funding? 
There are many theories, which include lack of government accountability, ambiguous 

requirements for disaster declarations, and wasteful spending.1 

Following Hurricane Sandy, residents whose homes suffered major damage and were not 
necessarily living in deep poverty prior to the storm, did not have enough money for rent or their 
mortgages, utilities, transportation, or for the food or necessities that they and their families 
needed.2 So what happens to those actually living in deep poverty when a major disaster like 
Hurricane Sandy strikes? 

According to Meghan E. Wren, Cumberland County’s Long Term Recovery Chairman, prior 
to Hurricane Sandy, compounds of Cumberland County residents could be seen living in 
conditions that you cannot imagine are acceptable in 2015 for human beings.3 As the poorest 
county in New Jersey, regular human issues are exacerbated by the poverty and lack of access 
to resources.4 “So, add a super storm to that and you really do have a disaster,” Wren said.5  
Despite being the 10th most impacted county in New Jersey, the state decided not to include 
Cumberland County in its designation for funding eligibility, yet blamed the federal government 
for its non-incorporation.6 As a result, Cumberland County was not eligible for most of the state 
and federal programs, and had to rely on private sector funding.7 According to Bob Campbell, 
Down Township’s mayor, neither President Obama, Vice President Biden nor Governor 
Christie have visited the western shore of New Jersey where Cumberland County is located.8 
However, they have visited the eastern shore, along with Britain’s Prince Harry.9 Ironically, 
President Obama can be quoted while addressing the people of New Jersey regarding the reason 
for American’s ability to bounce back from tough times as follows: “we lookout for one another 
and we don’t leave anybody behind. So my commitment to the people on this block, the people 
in this community, and the people of this state is that same spirit will carry over all the way 
through until our work is done.”10 

Thankfully, Cumberland County received a little over $500,000 from private funding sources, 
such as the Robin Hood Foundation, Hurricane Sandy New Jersey Relief Fund, the Rotary 
Foundation and many church based groups.11 Additionally, Cumberland County Long Term 
Recovery Group coordinated volunteer efforts to assist those still in need in Cumberland 
County.12 For example, Lord of Life Lutheran Church hosted a mission trip where teenagers and 
adults spent a week in Cumberland County providing carpentry work to help rebuild damaged 
homes.13 However, because of Cumberland County’s exclusion from many programs, many 
residents will ultimately abandon their decaying homes, which only increases the effect on local 
budgets.14 

Endnotes for this article can be found on 
page 24.
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Lingering unmet needs following a major disaster can 
also be contributed to the easily met requirements found 
under the Stafford Act.15 For example, the disaster 
must be of “such severity and magnitude that effective 
response is beyond the capabilities of the state and the 
affected local governments and that federal assistance 
is necessary.”16 These provisions reflect ambiguity at its 
finest, thereby allowing almost all “disasters” to qualify 
for federal disaster declaration assistance.17 As a result, 
when catastrophic disasters occur, like Hurricane Sandy, 
FEMA is unprepared, as federal funding is in need of 
replenishing.18 

Likely, the most controversial theory behind delayed 
response and recovery in the wake of a major disaster 
like Hurricane Sandy is wasteful spending.19 Following 
Hurricane Sandy, much of the proposed relief was 
wasteful spending that would not assist those directly 
affected by the storm.20 For example, approximately $3 
billion of the funds requested by President Obama were 
for the repair and/or replacement of federal assets.21 
Moreover, a request for the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services to receive $200 million, which could 
be used at the Secretary’s discretion, provided an avenue 
and opportunity for further wasteful spending.22 

Conclusion

“By far, one of the least understood aspects of disaster 
management is how to make recovery from catastrophic 
events efficient and rapid, so that people can return to 
a state of normalcy as quickly as possible,” said Irwin 
Redlener, Director of the National Center for Disaster 
Preparedness at Columbia University’s Earth Institute.23 
 
With federal disaster declarations increasing, and with 
the current financial deficit of the United States, federal 
funding processes for major and emergency disasters are 
in dire need of revamping. As federal disaster declarations 
are continuously made, and the federal funding processes 
continue inefficiently, the environment and public health 
effects increase with every delay in response and recovery 
of a major or emergency disaster. The ability of the federal 
government to effectively tackle this dilemma will require 
a challenging balance between preserving federal funds 
and not leaving anyone behind in the process.  

The federal government should amend the Stafford Act 
and provide for less ambiguous requirements. Specifically, 
the threshold for damages incurred as a result of a major 
or emergency disaster should be increased. This would 
require state and local governments to be accountable for 
smaller scale events, thereby reducing and/or eliminating 
the need for emergency appropriations. Additionally, 
promoting accountability would hopefully allow for 
communities that are on the cusp of meeting damages 
requirements, such as Cumberland County New Jersey, to 
at least receive state grant funding.

As an extension, a reduction and/or elimination of 
emergency appropriations would cut down on wasteful 
spending, including any related allegations of misuse 
of federal funds. Without the proposal for emergency 
bills, non-related requests cannot be inappropriately 
incorporated, as they will have to wait on the upcoming 
budget instead.  

To further promote a timelier response and recovery 
to major and emergency disasters, hybrid-funding 
programs should be eliminated. Not only would this 
promote accountability, but it would also eliminate and/or 
reduce any possible confusion in the functioning of such 
programs. Accordingly, victims of major or emergency 
disaster declarations would be able to apply for and access 
funds more quickly without getting the runaround. 

Lastly, federal funding should incorporate specific 
provisions for mold remediation. Because mold is so 
common due to flooding, and can go undetected without 
professional assistance, victims of major or emergency 
disasters often return to homes with mold infestations. 
The public health effects of such exposure can be 
overwhelming, costly and even deadly, especially since 
they are exacerbated over time.  

Amanda Hunt grew up in Brevard County, Florida, and is a 
University of Central Florida graduate. Currently, Amanda 
is a 3L at Barry University School of Law, Editor-in-Chief 
of the Environmental and Earth Law Journal, and will be 
graduating in May of 2017.

Hurricane Sandy and Her
Lasting Environmental Impacts.
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By Richard Wires

Pioneer Systems To
Identify Criminals

9

The nineteenth-century belief in progress through science and technology prompted two 
police officials, Alphonse Bertillon in France and Sir Edward Henry in England, to devise 
new and more accurate ways to identify criminals using their physical characteristics.  

Their information systems brought important advances in crime detection, forensic science, 
and criminology in general all around the world.  While major cities had already been building 
substantial police files, there was still no technology for readily sharing them or for sending 
photographs other than by mail, so authorities often remained unaware of related searches and 
cases.  Using the new methods and systems made it possible to connect a suspect or arrestee 
with past crimes and convictions that were probably being denied.  With better means of 
communication large bodies of data in police records provided invaluable help in solving current 
crimes and in prosecution of criminals.

Alphonse Bertillon (1853-1914) was a Paris police official and archivist who in the late 1870s 
created “anthropometry.”  He understood the use of data since his father and brother were noted 
statisticians, and he grew interested in the new anthropology, especially study of human types 
and individual forms, concluding that taking and recording a person’s detailed measurements 
could help in law enforcement.  Until then recorded data usually noted only hair and eye color, 
visible scars, and approximate height; such descriptive information was highly subjective, 
frequently sparse, and unreliable given aging or use of artifice.  Bertillon introduced a process 
of recording careful measurements of a criminal’s face, head, and body, plus photographs of 
the face and profile in now familiar “mug shots.”  Fingerprints soon became another element 
in forming descriptions.  Extensive police files allowed suspects to be identified as previous 
offenders or escapees despite all their denials.  The system soon called bertillonage caught on 
quickly and widely.  In the United States it was first used in 1887 by the warden of the Illinois 
State Penitentiary.  An interesting reference shows the practice’s enormous impact.  In The 
Hound of the Baskervilles (1902) a client of Sherlock Holmes calls him “the second greatest 
expert in Europe” after Bertillon.  Basic aspects of Bertillon’s system continue to be used even 
though the word bertillonage is seldom heard.  Fingerprints soon became more important.

Scientific interest in fingerprints began in Renaissance Europe but apparently lacked any 
practical value.  Not until the late nineteenth century was their potential usefulness in police 
work widely recognized.  Fingerprints are impressions the friction ridges on a person’s finger 
tips leave on receptive surfaces.  Hard smooth surfaces like glass, metal, and some woods are 
best.  Though prints can be taken from palms, toes, and soles they rarely figure in crime cases.  
Both the pattern of epidermal ridges and residue from sweat secreted by a person’s fingers are 
useful to police in identifying suspects and victims.  It is widely believed that each person’s 
fingerprints are unique, never identical in any two people, and remain unchanged through a 
lifetime, though criminals and doctors have made attempts to alter them.  Certainly neither 
manual nor computer checks of the world’s huge data banks have ever found two individuals 
with the same fingerprints.  Not even identical twins, whose DNA is shared, have identical 
prints.

Before the computer age, law enforcement developed
a number of techniques to identify criminals.
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The usefulness of fingerprints for identification depended 
on having some system to organize and classify quantities 
of prints into major groups and sub-categories to make 
possible retrieval and comparison.  Sir Francis Galton did 
some initial work in the 1880s.  Then building on Galton’s 
ideas and efforts in the following decade Sir Edward 
Henry (1850-1931) developed the classification system 
widely used in most English-speaking countries.  Other 
systems also exist.  Though Henry had used bertillonage 
while a progressive police official in India, he considered 
fingerprints more accurate, stressing them at Scotland 
Yard and as London’s police commissioner during 1903-
1918.  His classification system separated fingerprints’ 
ridge patterns according to three principal features with a 
fourth general group:  loops, whorls, arches, composites.  
Loops help most in identifying nearly two thirds of prints, 
whorls in about one third, and arches in five percent, with 
the composite grouping used when several features are 
strong.  Computer searches of multiple and extensive files 
to locate possible matches now make comparisons much 
easier.
Criminals like thieves and burglars quickly learned to 
wear cloth or latex gloves; others whose acts may be 
unplanned try to wipe away any prints.  Technicians 
have developed increasingly better means to locate 
usable fingerprints.  What they seek are called “chance 
impressions” that someone may have left at a crime 
scene; in contrast “deliberate impressions” are those 
knowingly given or taken as part of some official record.  
Chance fingerprints from crime scenes are grouped in 
three categories.  Patent prints appear as impressions in 
a substance such as a powder; plastic prints are those in a 
soft material like wax or grease.  Both types can be readily 
seen by the eye.  Technicians photograph them on site 
since preserving the original evidence is often impossible.  
Latent prints are not clearly visible, were perhaps left by 
many people over time, and must be revealed and sorted.  
They are brought out by special methods: applying a fine 
powder, special light, or a chemical process.  Terms such 
as “dusting” for prints and “lifting” them are familiar.  
While obtaining latent prints from smooth hard surfaces is 
easiest, modern methods can reveal them on many fabrics, 
and in some instances the inside of protective gloves.  
Laboratory technicians can also detect from perspiration 
residue such things as someone’s heavy use of tobacco or 
marijuana.  Recorded prints may also help in recovering 
lost or kidnapped children.  But children’s chance prints 
do not survive for long because the children’s fingers lack 
enough natural oils.

Early experts in the study and analysis of fingerprints, 
“dactylography,” learned the field from training and years 
of experience.  There was no standard for qualifying as 

an expert until 1977 when a formal program of study for 
professional certification began.  Even those qualified 
as experts disagree.  Deciding whether two sets of 
fingerprints are a match depends upon finding multiple 
points of similarity.  The more such points the more solid 
the match.  But there is often no agreement on whether 
certain features are indeed similar or on just how many 
points should constitute a valid match.

For over a century fingerprint evidence when available 
has played a significant role in the prosecution of 
criminals.  But evidence and testimony are frequently 
challenged.  One area of possible dispute is how prints 
were obtained and subsequently handled by technicians.  
Another is misidentification by someone with weak 
qualifications.  Witnesses presented as experts must show 
sound professional training and experience, and then 
testify to finding a sufficient number of similar points 
for the match to be credible, but their conclusions are 
personal judgments and cases may be borderline.  Since 
the prosecution and defense may each call well-qualified 
experts, who have reached different findings after 
comparing the same fingerprints, weighing the conflicting 
testimony and its value is the jury’s task.
In recent years great attention has been given to DNA 
as the most reliable means of identifying a person.  The 
entertainment media have even exaggerated DNA’s 
possibilities in fashioning their dramatic stories.  There 
were similar expectations when Bertillon’s system and 
fingerprinting first appeared.  But as with fingerprinting 
there are also troubling questions about some DNA 
technicians’ training and the trustworthiness of the 
conclusions they have presented.  Clearly no single 
method of identification is in itself the answer.  Police 
and prosecutors still use all the information they can 
obtain, from fingerprints, DNA, and descriptions, and 
defense attorneys still challenge evidence and testimony 
they consider weak.  But ever since the introduction 
and adoption a century ago of more scientific methods 
of identification, by Bertillon and Henry, it has become 
increasingly easier to trap criminals by physical traces of 
themselves they leave behind.

Richard Wires holds a doctorate in European History and a 
law degree.  He served in the Counter Intelligence Corps in 
Germany and is Professor Emeritus of History at Ball State 
University, where he chaired the department and later became 
Executive Director of the University's London Centre. His re-
search interests include both early spy fiction and actual intel-
ligence operations.  His books include “The Cicero Spy Affair: 
German Access to British Secrets in World War II.”

Pioneer Systems To
Identify Criminals
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In March, I had the privilege of appearing as co-counsel and second chair on behalf of my cli-
ent before the Supreme Court of the United States in United States Army Corps of Engineers 
v. Hawkes Company. Friendly Passages published an article about that case in its January/

February issue. The High Court unanimously ruled in our favor on May 31, just two months 
after the oral argument. One week later, that Hawkes win ended up becoming a two-for-one 
Supreme Court victory when the Court ruled in my client’s favor on a related case, Kent Re-
cycling Services v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. In my prior article on the Hawkes case, my 
colleague Damien Schiff and I explained the substantive law at issue. This article, on the other 
hand, describes the excellent procedural adventure that Hawkes set in motion, the experience of 
a lifetime for an appellate geek like me.

2014:  A SCOTUS odyssey begins

In 2014, Kent Recycling Services (Kent), a waste disposal company, found itself before the Fifth 
Circuit Court of Appeals, litigating against the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (the Corps). The 
Corps asserted it had Clean Water Act jurisdiction over the property Kent wished to use, and 
Kent believed otherwise. If the Corps was right, then Kent would have to apply for a permit, an 
expensive and time-consuming process that could take years and hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars—and could ultimately lead to the denial of the permit at the end of the day. Kent believed the 
Corps did not have jurisdiction over its property. It wanted to avoid putting in the time and incur-
ring the crushing expense of applying for a permit where it did not need one. 

For this reason, Kent sought to sue the Corps for the right to use the property free of federal Clean 
Water Act regulation. The Corps objected and insisted that, regardless of whether it correctly 
claimed jurisdiction over the property, Kent had to apply for a permit and get a decision before it 
could seek judicial review of the Corps’ claim of jurisdiction over the land. In other words, Kent 
needed to apply for a permit in order to find out whether it needed to apply for a permit. If that 
sounds ridiculous and unfair to you, then you understand why Kent sued.

Unfortunately, the Fifth Circuit refused to follow that logic. It did not allow Kent to challenge 
the Corps in Court—it said the challenge came too soon. If this sounds familiar to you, then you 
likely recall from my earlier article that the Hawkes case centered on this same legal issue. Kent 
asked Pacific Legal Foundation (a/k/a PLF, my employer) to seek review of that Fifth Circuit de-
cision, and in October, 2014, Reed Hopper and I—two PLF attorneys—asked the Supreme Court 
to accept our petition for writ of certiorari and hear the case. Kent asked PLF to take this on for a 
number of reasons, including our track record of success at the Supreme Court, our focus on wet-
lands law (my co-counsel argued for the landowner in the well-known Rapanos v. EPA Supreme 
Court decision a decade ago), and that we take cases on pro bono.

Despite our track record of success, the Court initially denied our petition for writ of certio-
rari in March, 2015. Usually, a denial of a petition for writ of cert marks the end of the road for 

An Excellent
Adventure

By Mark Miller
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opposed the petition for writ of cert, it could send the 
wrong message to a Court poised to resolve the issue. So 
Hawkes, and its counsel (PLF), agreed with the Corps and 
asked the Court to take the case. We suggested that the 
Court should consolidate the case with Kent and then hear 
both of them together. Asking the High Court to review a 
case it had won was atypical, but nothing is typical when 
facing the circumstances Hawkes faced. It had already 
won a case at the lower court that few thought winnable; 
why not double down?

A month or so later, in December 2015, the High Court 
indeed agreed to hear Hawkes, but kept Kent on hold, still 
pending on Kent’s motion for rehearing we filed when the 
Eighth Circuit ruled in favor of Hawkes back in March of 
that year.

“BOGO” at the High Court

The Supreme Court heard the Hawkes case on March 30, 
2016. Almost two years had elapsed since Kent had lost 
at the Fifth Circuit, a year since the Hawkes win at the 
Eighth Circuit. Between the Hawkes grant of review and 
the oral argument, Justice Scalia passed away. Since the 
question in the case arises from administrative law, losing 
one of the Court’s two foremost experts on administra-
tive law (Justice Breyer the other) concerned us. But ulti-
mately, we knew we had a strong argument—a fact made 
plain when amicus briefs rolled in. All told, 16 briefs, on 
behalf of about 60 parties, including 29 states, were filed. 
All of them supported Hawkes. None of them supported 
the government. We took that as a good sign.

The oral argument further instilled confidence, in that the 
excellent attorney for the Corps, U.S. Deputy Solicitor 
General Morgan Stewart, faced hostile questioning from 
the outset of his argument. Although he successfully par-
ried many of the difficult questions he faced, one question 
would have brought most attorneys up short: 

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Mr. Stewart, may 
I ask you, please don’t panic by [my] asking 
this question. And please don’t resist it, 
because I know all your arguments resisting 
it. But assuming we disagree with you . . . 
what›s the narrowest way to write this that 
the government would like?

 
In other words, Justice Sotomayor asked him, how would 
you like to lose the case? Though Mr. Stewart answered 
the question well, even Clarence Darrow himself would 
have struggled to defend the position that Mr. Stewart’s 
client, the Corps, had forced upon him.

a litigant. Although the Supreme Court’s rules allow for 
a petition for rehearing within 25 days of the denial, the 
Supreme Court rarely grants rehearing on a denial of re-
view. Regular Supreme Court litigators who value their 
own credibility with the Court refrain from filing petitions 
for rehearing for this very reason. Therefore, PLF consid-
ered the Kent case dead when the Court denied its petition 
for writ of cert.

Back from the dead

But like the not-quite-dead guy in Monty Python and the 
Holy Grail’s “Bring Out Your Dead” scene (“I’m not dead 
yet! I feel better! I think I’ll go for a walk!”), Kent only 
looked dead. The case found new life from an unexpected 
turn of events:  the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals’ deci-
sion in the Hawkes case. PLF had argued the Hawkes case 
in late 2014, and just 18 days after the Supreme Court de-
nied review of Kent, the Eighth Circuit went against prec-
edent and ruled that a landowner in Kent’s position—the 
Hawkes Company—had the right to challenge the Corps’ 
jurisdictional determination of wetlands before applying 
for a permit. 

That win allowed us to ask the High Court to reconsider 
its decision in light of the new circuit split. Talk about 
fortuitous timing! The Fifth Circuit had held that a land-
owner could not appeal a jurisdictional determination in 
federal court, but in Hawkes the Eight Circuit held it could 
appeal. We explained in our petition that one rule should 
apply for the country as a whole—and of course argued 
that rule should allow for immediate judicial review, as a 
matter of fairness and straightforward administrative law.

The High Court promptly asked the Corps to respond 
to our motion, and the Corps (by way of its counsel, the 
United States Solicitor General’s Office) did so. Since the 
Court ends its terms each June, we hoped to learn that the 
Court would hear Kent in 2015. But the Court demurred.

Over the summer of 2015, we thought the Court would let 
us know it would hear the case, but then a second surpris-
ing turn of events occurred—the Corps asked the High 
Court to review the Eighth Circuit’s Hawkes decision.

A roll of the dice

That decision led to a very unusual dilemma for Hawkes 
Company—it had won at the Eighth Circuit, but it ap-
peared quite likely that the Supreme Court would grant 
review of the case because of the circuit split. If Hawkes 

An Excellent Adventure
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On the Tuesday after Memorial Day, the Supreme Court 
ruled unanimously in favor of Hawkes Company. Chief 
Justice Roberts, writing for the Court, held that an ap-
proved jurisdictional determination by the Corps defini-
tively stating the presence or absence of waters of the 
United States on a particular property is a final agency ac-
tion judicially reviewable under the APA. The Eighth Cir-
cuit rule in Hawkes is now the rule for the entire country. 

One week later, the Court returned to where PLF had be-
gun—the Kent case. After more than a year of our petition 
for rehearing pending, the High Court granted our petition 
for rehearing, vacated its order denying review of Kent, 
granted review of the case, then at the same time vacated 
the Fifth Circuit’s adverse decision, and remanded the 
case to the Fifth Circuit for further review in light of the 
Court’s decision in Hawkes. Or to analogize the Supreme 
Court to Publix—we went to the Court to argue and win 
Hawkes, and we got a win in Kent, too:  a particularly 
unique buy-one get-one BOGO event. As co-counsel and 
second chair on both cases, I’ll take it.

Conclusion

Legally, these cases affirm that property owners across the 
country can hold the federal government immediately ac-
countable in court for erroneous assertions of control over 
property. Personally, these cases demonstrate that any 
lawyer in America can take a case—or two cases—to the 
highest court in the land.

X QIVH GR YH OVXTIV PQXY XY HVBGYXVW 
ZXY, OFP QI GR OVXTIV LGTI ZGYFPIR MHY-
SIV. - VXMJQ UXMBH IZIVRHY

An Excellent Adventure

Mark Miller is a Florida Bar board certified appellate 
attorney, the President of the Martin County Bar Asso-
ciation, and Managing Attorney of Pacific Legal Foun-
dation’s Atlantic Center in Palm Beach Gardens.

A hero is no braver than an ordinary man, but he is 
braver five minutes longer. – Ralph Waldo Emerson

See page 19 for this month’s puzzle

In August, Frank Pennetti will be leaving his law librarian 
position at the Rupert J. Smith Law Library to join the Bro-
ward County Library System.  The Fort Lauderdale library 
is creating a new area called the Creation Station for Busi-
ness. It is intended to be a workspace for start-up efforts by 
local entrepreneurs, with conference rooms, large format 
printers and whiteboards.  Frank worked in start-ups during 
the original dot-com boom.  He is excited to help lead this 
new initiative with his broad knowledge of legal research, 
web programming, and graphic design.

Frank has been with the law library for 6 years, and will 
continue to assist the library on weekends with computer 
maintenance. In recent years the law library has strength-
ened it’s digital subscriptions for the everyday needs of 
lawyers, with free tools ranging from Westlaw’s Practical 
Law databases to Lexis Nexis’s Florida Practice Guides.  
Frank is grateful to have helped patrons utilize the library’s 
growing online research capabilities, and looks forward to 
seeing how all libraries continue to embrace technology 
advancements.

We wish to thank Frank for his many years of service and 
the best of luck in his new position.

Wanda
Text Box
its 
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 Once upon a time in America, most folks seemed to believe that when a criminal served his 
sentence, he had “paid his debt to society;” and having wiped clean his slate, was entitled to 
a fresh start.  How do we know this?  Because I saw it on The Rifleman!  And on Bonanza 
and Gunsmoke too, and probably on other Westerns unremembered.  This is not evidence to a 
scientific certainty of course, but then again this is not a scientific discourse.  The recurrence of 
this theme of debt-paying and starting over comports well with our religious and philosophical 
concept of personal redemption.

Naturally, the return of the criminal to North Fork, or to Virginia City or Dodge City, was not 
without its frictional moments.  Not everybody was glad of his return from the territorial prison, 
and there was a general level of suspicion; after all, here was someone who violated the law and 
might not have gotten it out of his system.  But the lesson of the old TV shows was that the proper 
part of the townsfolk was to step back and let the fellow prove himself.  The crime was done, the 
consequence imposed and endured, so now let’s see.

The Florida Legislature has taken some steps to make it a little easier for juvenile offenders to 
clean up their records, giving them a better chance to prove themselves with that fresh start (or 
that first start), beginning July 1, 2016.  In some cases, as we’ll see, a person as young as 18 can 
get her delinquency records expunged.  By statute, some records will be eventually destroyed 
automatically; other record expunctions must be initiated by the subject of the records.  Let’s 
take a look at the changes in the law.

Section 943.0515, Florida Statute, addresses the retention of criminal history records of minors.  
Senate Bill No. 386 amends this statute.  Under the old law, an entity called the Criminal Justice 
Information Program was required to maintain and disseminate among relevant law enforce-
ment agencies all sorts of criminal case information, including fingerprints.  This information 
included juvenile offenders, with their crimes and related police reports and other case material.  
The Criminal Justice Information Program operates as part of the Florida Department of Law 
Enforcement.  Specifically, Section (1)(a) speaks to those minors whose offenses are serious 
or frequent enough to earn them designation as “Serious” or “Habitual” offenders, or to those 
minors who have been committed to a juvenile correctional facility or prison.  Records of such 
serious juvenile offenders MUST be maintained until the offender reaches age 26.  This section 
of 943.0515 remains unchanged.

The modifications to the statute are almost wholly contained in a much-enlarged Section (1)(b).  
This portion of the old law mandated that the Criminal Justice Information Program maintain a 
juvenile’s criminal records until age 24, provided the juvenile did not meet those “Serious” or 
“Habitual” designations or had not been committed to a facility or prison.  So, an ordinary not-
too-bad delinquent would have her records kept until she turned 24.  A more-than-ordinarily-bad, 
serious or habitual delinquent would have his records kept until he turned 26.  The serious or 
habitual offender receives no help in Senate Bill  No. 386, but the non-serious juvenile offender 
will now have those criminal records expunged at age 21, a full three years sooner than under 
the old law.  Best of all from the young person’s perspective, no action at all need be taken:  the 
expunction of the juvenile records of the non-serious offender will occur automatically.

The only records the statute excepts from expunction are those of a person 18 or older, whose 

By Tom Burns

Debt to Society
Changes to Florida Statutes make it easier 
for many juveniles to make a “clean start”.
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juvenile records have not yet been destroyed, who is 
charged with or convicted of a forcible felony; or those 
records of a person under 18 who is adjudicated as an 
adult for a forcible felony.  These exceptions are found 
in Sections (2)(a) and (2)(b) of 943.0515, and remain un-
changed in the new law.  These records MUST be main-
tained and merged with adult criminal records.

Perhaps the biggest change in the retention of juvenile 
criminal records can be found in the brand-new Section 
(1)(b) 2.  This section of 943.0515 establishes certain cir-
cumstances and criteria whereby a juvenile offender as 
young as 18 might have his records expunged.  A non-se-
rious non-habitual offender who’s never been committed 
“…may apply to the department to have his or her crimi-
nal history record expunged before the minor reaches 21 
years of age.”  How can this be accomplished and who is 
eligible?  “To be eligible for expunction under this sub-
paragraph, the minor must be 18 years of age or older 
and less than 21 years of age…”  Assuming we have an 
appropriate 18 to 21 year old person, such a candidate for 
early expunction must also “have not been charged by the 
state attorney with or found to have committed any crimi-
nal offense within the 5-year period before the application 
date.”  So, a young man who was arrested or adjudicated 
delinquent at age 13 or earlier could have those records 
destroyed as early as age 18, provided he has stayed out 
of trouble since.  Note though, that even being charged 
with a crime at any time within the 5-year window, ir-
respective of the outcome, will cause ineligibility.  Im-
portantly too, the State Attorney under this new law has a 
veto power of any early expunction:  “A criminal history 
record expunged under this subparagraph requires the ap-
proval of the state attorney for each circuit in which an 
offense specified in the criminal history record occurred.”

This early expunction is not an automatic process, it must 
be initiated by the subject of the records.  The procedure 
to seek early expunction essentially mirrors that used by 
adult petitioners for sealing or expunction.  Florida De-
partment of Law Enforcement must receive a $75 pro-
cessing fee, as they will be conducting a records check 
and issuing a certificate of eligibility based on that records 
check.  The applicant will also be required to acquire and 
submit, at his own expense, a fingerprint card created by a 
law enforcement agency, to verify identity.  Additionally 
and importantly, the applicant must submit a sworn writ-
ten statement “…that he or she is no longer under court 
supervision applicable to the disposition of the arrest or 
alleged criminal activity to which the application to ex-
punge pertains.”  The applicant must swear in writing too 
that “…he or she has not been charged with or found to 
have committed a criminal offense in any jurisdiction of 

the state or within the United States, within the 5-year 
period before the application date.”

Here is why this written attestation is important:  “A per-
son who knowingly provides false information on the 
sworn statement required by this subparagraph commits 
a misdemeanor of the first degree…”   Though perhaps 
surprising, it is nevertheless true that delinquency and 
criminal clients often don’t have a correct knowledge of 
their own criminal history.  It would be a deeply ironic 
shame for a young person to pick up a perjury charge 
while applying to expunge his criminal history.  This new 
subparagraph concludes with this uplifting thought:  “A 
minor who applies, but who is not approved for early ex-
punction…shall have his or her criminal history record 
expunged at age 21…”  It will be interesting to see if our 
local prosecutors and judges give full force to this law, or 
whether they will deny early expunctions on the ground 
that the records will be expunged in a few years anyway.

As anyone knows who has dealt in any way with delin-
quency law, many arrests of these children do not result 
in court proceedings, but are handled non-judicially.  In a 

Debt to Society
continued from page 14

world where almost every school has a law enforcement 
officer permanently assigned, every schoolyard fight or 
petit theft becomes an official matter.  What can be done 
with these records, of kids who have had a brush or two 
with the law, but have never made it into court?  Under 
the old 943.0582, the department was required to expunge 
the criminal record of a minor whose case was diverted 
from court, if the minor submitted a department-created 
form, signed by the minor’s parents, within 12 months 
after completion of the diversion program.  The amend-
ment eliminates the 12 month time frame for making the 
expunction application.

Finally, in anticipation of further expediting the expunc-
tion process for minors who were diverted from court, the 
Bill re-enacted Statute 985.125, which provides that pre- 
and post-arrest juvenile diversion agencies may expressly 
provide for expunction of criminal records in the diver-
sion program agreements themselves.
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Tom Burns is a graduate of Hamilton College and Nova 
Law School.  He has practiced criminal law for over 20 
years.  He is qualified as a first chair death penalty attor-
ney.  He is a former Assistant Public Defender and for-
mer Criminal Division manager for the Regional Conflict 
Counsel.  He is currently in private practice.  He has three 
children, two daughters and one son.

Debt to Society
A corollary to the “clean slate, fresh start” ethos of the 
Old West was that a man on the move had a good chance 
of outrunning a bad record.  What records existed were 
almost wholly local; what would folks hundreds of miles 
away know about someone’s past?  Recasting oneself in a 
new and better image was easier done then than now.  In 
these modern times it seems we can escape nothing from 
our pasts, that everything is known to everyone, and those 
who would judge are legion.  Amending our laws to per-
mit a young person to clear the decks of some musty old 
detritus, in pursuit of a better education or better job, is a 
positive development.

By John Betjeman

He sipped at a weak hock and seltzer
As he gazed at the London skies
Through the Nottingham lace of the curtains
Or was it his bees-winged eyes?
To the right and before him Pont Street
Did tower in her new built red,
As hard as the morning gaslight
That shone on his unmade bed,
“I want some more hock in my seltzer,
And Robbie, please give me your hand —
Is this the end or beginning?
How can I understand?
“So you’ve brought me the latest Yellow Book:
And Buchan has got in it now:
Approval of what is approved of
Is as false as a well-kept vow.
“More hock, Robbie — where is the seltzer?
Dear boy, pull again at the bell!
They are all little better than cretins,
Though this is the Cadogan Hotel.
“One astrakhan coat is at Willis’s —
Another one’s at the Savoy:
Do fetch my morocco portmanteau,
And bring them on later, dear boy.”
A thump, and a murmur of voices —
(”Oh why must they make such a din?”)
As the door of the bedroom swung open
And TWO PLAIN CLOTHES POLICEMEN came in:
“Mr. Woilde, we ‘ave come for tew take yew
Where felons and criminals dwell:
We must ask yew tew leave with us quoietly
For this is the Cadogan Hotel.”
He rose, and he put down The Yellow Book.
He staggered — and, terrible-eyed,
He brushed past the plants on the staircase
And was helped to a hansom outside.

The Arrest of Oscar Wilde at the Cadogan 
Hotel (1937)
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On November 18, 1999, the Florida Supreme Court entered an administrative order, IN 
RE: Supervised Visitation.1  This order directed that, where the court has determined a 
need for supervised visitation, those parties should only be referred to the supervised 

visitation centers that have entered into an agreement with the chief judge of the circuit to 
provide supervised visitation services in accordance with the administrative order. The 
administration order set forth the standards for these supervised visitation centers.2  In 2007, 
the Florida Legislature passed legislation on supervised visitation.  Among other things, the 
law designated the “Clearinghouse on Supervised Visitation” as the “entity within the Institute 
for Family Violence Studies in the School of Social Work of the Florida State University, 
which serves as a statewide resource on supervised visitation issues by providing technical 
assistance, training, and research.”3  The law detailed the responsibilities of the clearinghouse, 
standards for supervised visitation and supervised exchange programs, and interim minimum 
standards.4

Why do we need supervised visitation centers?  The Court determined in its November 18, 
1999, administrative order, that supervised visitation programs were one element of the Model 
Family Court.5  “Beginning in the late 1980’s, Supervised Visitation Programs emerged in 
some states as a service necessary for families experiencing separation and divorce, when 
conflict between the parents necessitates an “outside resource” to allow the child contact with 
a parent.  Thus, Programs were developed for cases in which a parent is accused of substance 
abuse, mental health issues, poor parenting, risk of parental abduction, or lack of a relationship 
with the child.  In addition, the epidemic of domestic violence and concern for the safety of the 
victim and children at visitation has resulted in the creation of Supervised Visitation Programs 
for family violence cases.”6

There are supervised visitation centers in every judicial circuit in Florida.7  Unfortunately, 
the 19th Judicial Circuit will lose its only supervised visitation center for non-dependency 
family cases at the end of June 2016, as a result of the loss of funding sources over the past few 
years.  Supervised visitation will be provided in dependency cases by the Community Based 
Care lead agency, Devereux.  However in non-dependency family cases, the court will be 
without a viable option which meets the minimum standards as defined in the November 18, 
1999, Supreme Court administrative order,8 or those identified in the Recommendations of the 
Supervised Visitation Standards Committee.9  According to the judges presiding over family 
cases in the 19th Judicial Circuit Court, healthy and safe visitation with parent(s) with whom 
the child does not primarily reside, is essential for appropriate bonding, attachment and the 
development of good familial and interpersonal relationships.  When the court does not have 
viable options for healthy and safe visitation through a supervised visitation center, the court is 
placed in the untenable position of finding a way to allow visitation with a parent for whom the 
court has determined visitation must be supervised, while ensuring that child will be safe and 
enjoy a healthy visit.  These options often involve another adult family member or friend who 
may volunteer to be present during the visitation.  However, this is no substitute for the use of 
trained monitors at a supervised visitation center, where there is an appropriate child-friendly 
environment, and security.10  Adult family members and friends have usually not been trained 
as supervised visitation monitors, and there may be some inherent conflicts with the parties 
which may enter into the supervised setting.  Accordingly, judges prefer to utilize supervised 

Supervised Visitation 
in the 19th Judicial 
Circuit – A Dire Need

By Tom Genung
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visitation centers which meet the minimum standards to 
facilitate the best visitation outcomes.

According to Lisa Michener, Director of Programs, 
CASTLE, the estimated number of families which may 
be served by a supervised visitation center in the 19th 
Judicial Circuit during the period of time from July 1, 
2016 through June 30, 2017, would be approximately 
150 families, with approximately 455 adults and children.  
CASTLE has been a supervised visitation center provider 
in the 19th Judicial Circuit since the late 1990s.  During 
the past year, with services limited to weekends only on 
the Treasure Coast, 71 families were served with 248 
adults and children.  

The need for supervised visitation centers in the 19th 
Judicial Circuit is clear and present.  Unfortunately, 
federal and state resources which were once available 
to aid in the support of supervised visitation centers are 
no longer available.  Judges, administrators, community 
service providers, local Children’s Services Councils, 
attorneys, the Guardian Ad Litem Program, and 
county representatives are actively meeting to explore 
opportunities which may be available to fill the dire 
need for supervised visitation center services in the 19th 
Judicial Circuit.

If you are interested in participating in the discussion, 
or have an opportunity which may assist the community 
in fulfilling its supervised visitation center needs, please 
contact Tom Genung, Trial Court Administrator at 
genungt@circuit19.org.

Supervised Visitation in the
19th Judicial Circuit – A Dire Need

My husband and I just purchased a few lecture programs 
from “The Great Courses.”  See www.TheGreatCourses.
com.  From Art History to The Nature of Matter, they 
record university teachers giving their best stuff.  In 
preparation for a trip we plan for next year, we are 
currently watching “Understanding Japan.”  

I have a friend who thinks I know the key to getting 
materials published.   I actually do know something about 
getting legal materials published, but he wants to publish 
a cookbook and that is totally outside my comfort zone.  
I have found a lecture program for my friend.  It really 
doesn’t matter how good the program is, it is better than 
me!

Meanwhile, the world turns and there are dozens of things 
everyone needs or wants to learn.  Once in a while I 
muse, “I have got to look at my library school’s catalog.”  
More often, it’s that I don’t understand the underpinnings 
of Access or I’d like to see a discussion on the “new 
grammar” that only puts one space after a period.  Or how 
my ten year-old brainiac grandson can discuss quantum  
physics while I wonder about how to spell quantum 
physics.  Or how I have seen yet another acronym (see 
MOOC below) that means something to everyone but me.  

This past week one of our staff members learned of a 
website from one of our best teachers – a library patron 
- that gives free lectures and courses.  She was excited 
because she had found a course on something that 
interested her and she shared the link with all of us.  
Meanwhile, Frank Pennetti, as a parting gift, replied to 
the email giving the list below.  Frank has left the Rupert 
J. Smith Law Library and taken a new position with the 
Broward County Public Library.  There is another article 
in this issue about Frank’s new position that will provide 
information for Businesses in Fort Lauderdale.  

Most of these programs are free but not all.  Some sites 
specialize in specific areas while others are broadly based.  
All of the links work as of July 2016 but may not be 
working as you read this article.  Scan the list.  There are 
some impressive programs!  Just cut and paste the titles 
below into your browser’s url line.

Become an Autodidact: 10 Ways to Become a Self Taught 
Master 
Search for Classes | Allclasses | Port Saint Lucie, FL 
Mooctivity | MOOC Search Engine and Social Network 
CourseTalk | Search For Online Courses and MOOCs 
ratings and reviews 
MOOC List | A complete list of Massive Open Online 
Courses (free online courses) offered by the best 
universities and entities. 

Self-Taught:  What’s Available on 
the Internet

By Nora Everlove; list compiled by Frank Pennetti

Thomas Genung, Esq., Trial Court Administrator, 
Nineteenth Judicial Circuit, Port St. Lucie (2006 to 
present).  B.S. in Forestry, University of Massachusetts 
at Amherst (1984); J.D., City University of New York 
Law School (1989); trained mediator and peacemaker.  
Member, The Florida Bar (1989).  Tom has made a 
career of working in the public interest, including: The 
Connection offender re-entry program, Legal Services 
of Connecticut, 15th Judicial Circuit Public Defender, 
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, 17th 
Judicial Circuit Court, and the 19th Judicial Circuit Court.  
He has 23 years of experience with the administrative 
offices of the court in Florida, and serves on numerous 
court related boards, commissions and committees.  

Endnotes for this article can be found on page 24.
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A lawyer should not try to communicate with the court 
unilaterally about any matter that is material to the decision 
of the case.  This is called “ex parte communication.”  
Whenever it is necessary to communicate with the court, 
a copy should be sent simultaneously to the opposing 
counsel and unrepresented parties.  Unless invited by 
the court, an attorney or party should not send arguments 
to the court by letter or email.  This should be done by 
pleadings and memoranda filed with the clerk of court.

When the court rules on a matter and directs an attorney 
to prepare the order, it should be done promptly and 
correctly.  The proposed order should be furnished to the 
opposing counsel first for approval of the form. If there 
is an objection, the attorneys should try to come to an 
agreement.  Then, if necessary, each party may submit a 
proposed order with a cover letter explaining the lack of 
agreement.

When the parties agree on something, it should be 
reduced to writing or an “agreed order.” If multiple drafts 
are circulated, any change should be pointed out to the 
opponent by cover letter or “redlining.”  

V. Efficient Administration

Lawyers can promote the efficient administration by 
resolving what they can without the intervention of the 
court. When the law is clear, or the facts are undisputed, 
there should be a stipulation.  Use the court to resolve only 
those issues on which the outcome will be determined.

If judges had only one wish to make their courts more 
efficient, it would be to eliminate unnecessary hearings on 
motions to compel answers to interrogatories and requests 
to produce. It has become routine for some lawyers to 
process every case by having their staff draft motions to 
compel and schedule hearings thereon without making 
a good faith effort to resolve the matter first.  The form 
motions include a certification of good faith.  The form 
should be revised to a certificate of bad faith.  In fact, 
some are such.  They say something like, “I certify I will 
discuss with opposing counsel shortly before the hearing.”    
Much hearing time is wasted and made unavailable for 
other necessary motions by this practice.  

Likewise, motions to dismiss and other preliminary 
motions should be used sparingly when the cause of 
action needs motion practice to clarify the claim or 
defense.  Filing insubstantial motions to challenge well- 
established forms of pleading improperly causes delay 
and increases the expense of litigation.

Conclusion

The Standards of Professionalism adopted by the courts 

Judge F. Shields McManus is a Nineteenth Judicial Circuit 
Court Judge appointed in 2007 and elected in 2010.  Since 
then he has been assigned to many divisions and has a broad 
judicial experience.  Judge McManus is a graduate of FSU and 
FSU College of Law.  He is active in the legal community and 
has sat on several boards and served as president.  Addition-
ally, Judge McManus is active in educational, charitable and 
civic organizations in Stuart and Martin County.

and the bar associations in the 19th Judicial Circuit state 
unequivocally, “Members of The Florida Bar who practice 
in or before the 19th Judicial Circuit shall not engage 
in unprofessional conduct.” Unprofessional conduct is 
defined as substantial or repeated violations of the Oath 
of Admission to The Florida Bar, the Florida Bar Creed 
of Professionalism, the Florida Bar Professionalism 
Expectations, and the Rules Regulating the Florida Bar.  
Every lawyer should review the Standards of Professional 
Courtesy and these other documents from time to time to 
check how his or her practice measures up.  Experienced 
lawyers particularly have a duty to set an example of 
professionalism and show respect for the institution 
which they serve. 

continued from page 6
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How does one go about decorating the walls of a law library? That is the task we 
found ourselves facing last year.  The Rupert J. Smith Law Library in Ft. Pierce 
had just undergone a remodel and there were new, intimidatingly blank walls.  In 

the past we had placed the entries from the student art contest on the walls.  Before that the 
library had prints of famous paintings depicting the signing of the Constitution and other 
patriotic themes.  A still popular wall treatment displays old photos from the late 1800’s 
showing early bar associations and old court buildings.

We were interested in creating a more interesting décor that added both color and an 
appropriate message.  

While on a trip to Williamsburg, Virginia, I visited a bookstore who’s walls were adorned 
with illustrations and quotes by famous authors.  I remembered some famous quotes by 
Jefferson and Lincoln that were appropriate for a library setting.  It wasn’t long before the 
idea took shape.  

We have produced and installed the first four of what we hope will be many quote panels.  
Each is twelve inches high by forty-eight inches wide and features a quote in authentic 
period type accompanied by a picture of the author.

The founding fathers were prolific letter writers and they had a lot to say about the law and 
education.  A few obvious candidates were quotes by Jefferson and Madison (who looks 
a lot like Tom Petty in this portrait).  As more panels were considered we drew from the 
vast number of quotes by Abraham Lincoln.  In an attempt to establish a broader historical 
perspective, Harry Truman is represented as well.  

New Graphics For The Law Library

New panels featuring inspirational quotes
and bright graphics have been installed in 
the law library.By Paul Nucci

continued on page 21
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“I am a firm believer in the people.  If given the truth,
they can be depended upon to meet any national crisis.
The great point is to bring them the real facts.”

Abraham Lincoln

There is nothing new
in the world except
the history you
do not know.

                 Harry S. Truman

 James Madison, 
Letter to W.T. Barry (August  4, 1822)

“A popular Government, without popular information,
or the means of acquiring it is but a Prologue to a Farce
or a Tragedy; or, perhaps both. Knowledge will forever
govern ignorance: And a people who mean to be their own
Governors, must arm themselves with the power which
knowledge gives.”

We have used quotes by American Presidents as our first series.  Of course, great quotes 
can come from any number of people from any historical era.  We hope to produce more 
panels and would welcome suggestions from you. Quotes need not be specifically about 
books or the law, but our mission is to provide equal access to the law.    If you have an 
inspirational quote that is between fifteen and thirty-five words and can be attributed (no 
quotes by Lincoln about the internet), send them along.  

We hope you have a chance to drop by the Rupert J. Smith Law Library and that you enjoy 
the new panels.  

New Graphics For The Law Library

continued from page 20

Paul Nucci is an artist and musician.  As well as occasional contributor of articles on the arts 
and the law, Paul is the graphic designer of Friendly Passages.  He resides in St. Petersburg, 
Florida. 
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New Family Law Clinics Offered at 
the Rupert J. Smith Law Library

Child Support Modification & Custody/Timeshar-
ing/Paternity -  Receive forms and general instruc-
tions.

Covered topics: Child support modification, custody/
timesharing, and paternity. 

2nd  Thursday of Every Month at 5:30 PM
Register with FRLS by calling 772-466-4766

Dissolution of Marriage (Divorce) - Receive forms 
and general instructions from local attorneys.

Learn about FL dissolution of marriage including is-
sues involving children and property.  

4th Thursday of Every Month 

4:30-5:30 PM – without children
6:00-7:00 PM – with children
Register with FRLS by calling 772-466-4766

For the impatient, e-mail your answer to nora@rjslawli-
brary.org for confirmation. For the patient, the decoded 
quote will appear in the next issue.

M UDIW KWIWP ADSW ERC XKW QPDHWP 

CX ZXS, D IWPH OUXPC XKW: ‘X NXPS, 

ADFW AH WKWAMWO PMSMJRNXRO.’ DKS 

ZXS ZPDKCWS MC. -IXNCDMPW
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Course #  TITLE  EXPIRATION 
DATE 

GENERAL 
HOURS

ETHICS 
HOURS

      
1837 "Sunshine Law, Public Records & Ethics for  
                Public Officers and Public Employees 2015"                                               8/20/2016     8         4 
1836 Annual Civil Trial Update and Certification Review 2015                                8/26/2016    15         2 
1841 Basic Trial Practice 2015                                                                                         8/27/2016     7         0 
1843 "Real Estate: What All Family Lawyers Need to  
                Know But Most Don’t  "                                                                             9/6/2016      5         0 
1840 Masters of DUI 2015                                                                                         9/27/2016      8         2 
1911 Guardianship Intensive Program                                                                           9/27/2016      8         1 
1847 Hot Topics in Evidence 2015                                                                         10/17/2016     7.5         1 
2073 2015 Survey of Florida Law (3 copies)                                                                 11/4/2016   12.5         4 
1962 "Arbitration, Effective  Joint  Opening 
                Sessions, and Ethical Issues for Mediators and Attorneys"                12/24/2016      3         1 
1968 Differences Among the DCA's                                                                         12/24/2016      2         0 
1871 Florida Law Update 2015                                                                         12/25/2016      8         0 
1931 2015 Masters Seminar on Ethics                                                                         12/26/2016      4         4 
1964 Electronic Discovery and Digital Evidence Pre-Discovery 
               Through Trial                                                                                                       12/26/2016     4.5         1 
1980 "The Income, Estate and Gift Tax Consequences of Divorce"                   1/5/2017                2         0 
1982 "35th Annual RPPTL Legislative & Case Law Update Seminar"                      1/31/2017        8         1 
1989 Annual Ethics Update 2015                                                                             4/2/2017        5         2 
1996 Estate & Trust Planning / Asset Protection: Tricks, Treats and
              Really Scary Things                                                                                            4/7/2017      7.5         1  
1991 How to Be an Estate Planning Wizard                                                              4/9/2017        0         9 
2104 Same-Sex Marriage and Estate Planning: Nope It’s Not Over Yet!                  4/17/2017        1         0 
1984 "2015 Case Law Update: Stay up to Date and Learn about Recent
                Developments and Notable Decisions in Family Law that Will  
                Impact Your Practice"                                                                                         4/22/2017        2        0.5 
1997 Bankruptcy Law & Practice: View From the Bench 2015                                   5/5/2017       4.5          0 
2084 Basic Personal Injury 2015                                                                          5/13/2017        7          0 
2015 Top Mistakes Attorneys Make in Family Law                                              6/16/2017        2          0 
2020 Advanced Federal Practice 2016                                                                          7/15/2017        5          0 
2021 Elder Law Annual Update and Hot Topics - 2016                                7/15/2017       15          1 
2022 Solo & Small Firm Conference – Wild, Wild Tech: Taming the
              Technology Beast                                                                                          7/22/2017       10             2 
2024 16th Annual Labor and Employment Certification Review                 7/28/2017      17.5          0 
2032 Advanced Real Estate Law & Certification Review                                 8/8/2017      17.5          0
1844 Litigation and Trust Law Symposium 2015                                             8/20/2017      7.5         1.5 
1992 Times They Are A Changing: Family Law Trends                                    9/17/2017        7           1 
2044 2016 Wills Trusts and Estates Certification Review                              10/8/2017      18          1.5 
2342 Don't Let Someone Take a Byte Out                                                           11/3/2017        1           0 
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(Endnotes)
1      See http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/clerk/admi-
norders/1999/sc99-59.pdf
2     See http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/clerk/admi-
norders/1999/sc99-59.pdf
3    See s. 753.01(1), Florida Statutes: http://www.leg.
state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_
Statute&URL=0700-0799/0753/0753.html
4    See chapter 753 Florida Statutes: http://www.leg.
state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_
Statute&URL=0700-0799/0753/0753.html
5      See http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/clerk/admi-
norders/1999/sc99-59.pdf.  See also, In Re: Report of the 
Family Court Steering Committee, 794 So. 2d 518 (Fla. 
2001)
6     Report to the Florida Legislature, Recommendations 
of the Supervised Visitation Standards Committee, Clear-
inghouse on Supervised Visitation, Institute for Family 
Violence Studies, College of Social Work, Florida State 
University, p. 10, http://familyvio.csw.fsu.edu/wp-con-
tent/uploads/2012/02/Final_Report_to_Legislature.pdf
7   See http://familyvio.csw.fsu.edu/clearinghouse/fl-pro-
grams/
8 See http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/clerk/admin-
orders/1999/sc99-59.pdf
9  Report to the Florida Legislature, Recommendations 
of the Supervised Visitation Standards Committee, Clear-
inghouse on Supervised Visitation, Institute for Family 
Violence Studies, College of Social Work, Florida State 
University, http://familyvio.csw.fsu.edu/wp-content/up-
loads/2012/02/Final_Report_to_Legislature.pdf
10    Report to the Florida Legislature, Recommendations 
of the Supervised Visitation Standards Committee, Clear-
inghouse on Supervised Visitation, Institute for Family 
Violence Studies, College of Social Work, Florida State 
University, http://familyvio.csw.fsu.edu/wp-content/up-
loads/2012/02/Final_Report_to_Legislature.pdf

(Endnotes)
1  See Manuel, supra note 96. 
2  Cartwright, supra note 6.
3  Telephone Interview with Meghan E. Wren, su-
pra note 61.
4  Id.
5  Id.
6  Id.
7  Id.
8  Amy Ellis Nutt, One Year after Hurricane Sandy, 
New Jersey’s forgotten western shore struggles to rebuild, 
The Star-Ledger (Oct. 25, 2013),http://www.nj.com/
news/index.ssf/2013/10/hurricane_sandy_anniversary_
njs_forgotten_shore_struggles_to_rebuild.html.
9  Id.
10  Helping the Survivor’s of Hurricane Sandy, The 
Whitehouse (Oct. 31, 2012), https://www.whitehouse.
gov/issues/hurricane/sandy#new-jersey.
11  Telephone Interview with Meghan E. Wren, su-
pra note 61.
12  Phillip Tomlinson, Lutheran mission group 
helps Sandy victims still trying to recover in Cumber-
land County’s Bayshore region, South Jersey Times 
(June 26, 2013), http://www.nj.com/cumberland/index.
ssf/2013/06/lutheran_mission_group_helps_hurricane_
sandy_victims_still_trying_to_recover.html.
13  Id.
14  Cumberland County Long Term Recov-
ery Group, Public Comment, http://cumberlandltrg.
org/?page_id=136 (last visited Jan. 1, 2016).
15  See Bucci et al., supra note 39.
16  Id.
17  Id.
18  Id.
19  See Bucci et al., supra note 39.
20  Owen Graham, Hurricane Sandy Relief 
Bill:Wasteful Spending Not Helpful, The Daily Signal 
(January 31, 2013), http://dailysignal.com//2013/01/31/
hurricane-sandy-relief-bill-wasteful-spending-not-help-
ful/.
21  Mayer, supra note 5.
22  Id.
23  Superstorm Sandy Child and Family Health 
Study Finds Lingering Effects of Mental Health Distress, 
PTSD and Depression, Rutgers Today (July 29, 2015), 
http://news.rutgers.edu/research-news/superstorm-sandy-
child-and-family-health-study-finds-lingering-effects-
mental-health-distress-ptsd/20150729#.Vr_Vy8elzfM.
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